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When I Grow Up - Kim Mitzo Thompson 2017-03-02
What do you want to be when you grow up? A little boy explores being a
doctor, dentist, singer, fire fighter, pilot, teacher, construction worker,
cook, famous baseball player and more in this adorably illustrated book.
At the end of the day, he still can’t decide because he’s only 7! Cute text,
coupled with beautiful watercolor art, illustrates each occupation in a
fun, child-like way. Learn simple Spanish words and phrases with the
corresponding version Cuando Crezca.
When I Grow Up - Julie Chen 2018-10-02
“A small child muses about the future as Mom guides the bedtime
routine…Winning text and illustrations for bedtime.” —Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) “The whimsical pictures fill every page with happiness
and variety as Chen presents exuberant ideas for the big dreams and
wishes of childhood.” —Booklist “As a mother helps her young son get
ready for bed…Mom assures him that the future is wide open, and ‘No
matter what, I will always be there for you.’” —Publishers Weekly A little
boy shares with his mom his dreams of what he might be when he grows
up in this tender picture book from Julie Chen the host of Big Brother
and formerly the host of The Talk and New York Times bestselling artist
and Caldecott Honor recipient Diane Goode. One night while getting
ready for bed a little boy starts to wonder what will life be like when he
grows up. He could be a painter, a musician, a mountain climber, a
mayor… He tells his mother all about his big ideas…and all of the other
things he wants to do. But when will he grow up? And why does it take so
long?
101 Books to Read Before You Grow Up - Bianca Schulze 2016-10-10
The stories in this book are organized by age level, but we think they are
timeless and enjoyable no matter how old you are. -- Page 5.
When I Grow Up - Dennis Haley 2005
Shows how children can make a connection between what they like to do
now and what they could do in the future as a career.
I Want to Be in Sales When I Grow Up! - John Barrows 2019-09-10
Follow Charlie as she makes a plan to sell cookies around her
neighborhood. Sales isn't as easy as it looks, but with some practice,
Charlie is on her way to making a difference and learning the true
meaning of what sales is all about.
If I Grow Up - Todd Strasser 2010-02-23
In a gripping novel with a plot pulled from the headlines, Todd Strasser
turns his attention to gang life in the inner-city projects. DeShawn is a
teenager growing up in the projects. Most of his friends only see one
choice: join up to a gang. DeShawn is smart enough to want to stay in
school and make something more of himself, but when his family is
starving while his friends have fancy bling and new sneakers, DeShawn
is forced to decide--is his integrity more important than feeding his
family?
When I Grow Up (Peppa Pig) - Marilyn Easton 2018-07-31
Peppa and her friends imagine the different jobs they could have when
they grow up in this story based on the hit Nick Jr. show! One day at
playgroup, Peppa Pig and her friends play dress up and imagine what
they would like to be when they grow up. Emily Elephant would like to be
a teacher and Suzy Sheep might be a doctor. But what about Peppa? She
isn't sure what she wants to be -- but she does know her favorite thing in
the whole world . . .
When We Grow Up - Bahíyyih Nakhjavání 1979
When I Grow Up (Shaped Board Book) - Bob Holt 2021-11-23
What do you want to be when you grow up? In this interactive, sturdy,
and photo-friendly shaped board book, readers can try on their dream
job!
Whatever You Grow Up to Be - Karen Kingsbury 2014-05-27
“Ten little toes right from the start Make footprints on your mommy’s
heart!” The timeless journey of a mother and son is poignantly captured
in the story of a boy’s growth from childhood to fatherhood. From birth
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to football games to college graduation, a mother reminds her son that
life is filled with possibilities and that God has a plan for him—whatever
he grows up to be!
Grow Up! - Frank Pittman 1999-07-30
Discusses the difficulties in learning to accept adulthood in our youthoriented culture and offers advice for learning to take responsibility and
recognize the value of commitment and maturity
Never Grow Up - Karen Kingsbury 2021-02-23
In the third book in Karen Kingsbury and Tyler Russell’s beloved series
about the Baxter children, Ashley and Kari Baxter struggle with what it
means to grow up. When Kari Baxter is assigned an essay about what she
wants to be when she grows up, her mind goes blank. She doesn’t want
to grow up; she wants everything to stay just like it is. But Kari comes to
realize that while making time stand still isn’t possible, she can enjoy
every moment with her best family ever. Meanwhile, Ashley Baxter feels
the same way. She is worried her siblings are growing up too fast. When
she wins the role of Wendy in her school performance of Peter Pan,
Ashley gets an idea. Maybe she and her siblings can pledge to never
grow up at all! This third story in the Baxter Family Children series
shares the reassuring message that even though growing up can be
tough, family and friends are always there with support and love.
When I Grow Up - Charise Harper 2001-02
Collage illustrations celebrate some of the qualities most admired in
people of all ages, such as thoughtfulness, optimism, confidence, and
generosity.
Never Grow Up - Jackie Chan 2019-09-10
“You’ll be hard-pressed to find a Hollywood memoir with this much blood
and (broken) bone” (Entertainment Weekly) in this candid, thrilling
autobiography from one of the most recognizable, influential, and
beloved cinematic personalities in the world. Everyone knows Jackie
Chan. Whether it’s from Rush Hour, Shanghai Noon, The Karate Kid, or
Kung Fu Panda, Jackie is admired by generations of moviegoers for his
acrobatic fighting style, comic timing, and mind-bending stunts. In
2016—after over fifty-five years in the industry, over 200 films, and many
broken bones—he received an honorary Academy Award for his lifetime
achievement in film. But Jackie is just getting started. Now, in Never
Grow Up, the global superstar reflects on his early life, including his
childhood years at the China Drama Academy (in which he was enrolled
at the age of six), his big breaks (and setbacks) in Hong Kong and
Hollywood, his numerous brushes with death (both on and off film sets),
and his life as a husband and father (which has been, admittedly and
regrettably, imperfect). In this “impossibly colorful memoir” (USA
TODAY), Jackie applies the same spirit of openness to his “legendary life,
with many fascinating stories waiting for you to discover” (Jet Li),
proving time and time again why he’s beloved the world over: he’s
honest, funny, kind, brave beyond reckoning and—after all this time—still
young at heart.
When I Grow Up - Tina Louise 2007-03-01
Observing the amazing things that animals can do, a child imagines
becoming an architect, a teacher, or an Olympic athlete one day, in a
title by a famous actress that brings nature and the animal kingdom
together to invigorate children to reach for the stars in anything they do.
50,000 first printing.
When I Grow Up - Bernice Rubens 2005
In this evocation of her life, Bernice Rubens escorts us, with an array of
stories - through her wartime childhood, her first 'major folly', through
stints as a teacher, lady's maid, and actress, before stumbling upon a
career that bemused her to the end of her days.
Grow Up! - Everett Piper 2021-04-13
"The author expresses and defends his view that today's Christian young
adults lack maturity, positing causes and solutions within a biblical
framework"-100 Things to Be When You Grow Up - Lisa Gerry 2017
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This book explores 100 of the coolest, wackiest, and most amazing jobs
and careers out there, from astronaut to zookeeper, ice cream taster to
game maker.
When I Grow Up - Moya Sarner 2022-05-03
When do you become an adult? What does it mean to grow up? And what
are the experiences that propel us forward — or keep us stuck? As we
get older, we pass many milestones, but for some of us it can feel as if
adulthood is always just out of reach. Journalist and psychotherapist-intraining Moya Sarner goes on a journey into what growing up really
involves, and how we do it again and again throughout our lives. She
draws on case studies, as well as her training, and theories of child
psychology, psychoanalysis, neuroscience, and more, to explore what it
means to be a ‘grown up’ and how we can meet the challenges and
opportunities of every stage of our lives.
When I Grow Up - Emma Dodd 2020-09-15
A celebration of love between a bear and cub. "When I grow up I want to
be clever and funny, wild and free." One little bear shares his hopes and
dreams in this picture-book treasure from the ever-popular Emma Dodd.
This line of books features rhyming text and delightful artwork that is
embellished with foil throughout.
When We Grow Up - Melanie Walsh 2021-07
When I Grow Up - Caleb Burroughs 2005
A look and find for toddlers. Includes simple search and match activities
and parents' guide for interactive learning ideas.
When I Grow Up: I Want to Drive# - Rosamund Lloyd 2020-08-25
This bright and colorful board book is packed with simple facts and flaps
to lift and is the perfect book for any child who loves all things that go!
Discover a collection of exciting vehicles in this fun lift-the-flap book.
Packed with flaps and simple facts, this is the perfect book for any child
who loves all things that go!
When You Grow Up - Lennie Goodings 2000
Zachary, a young bear, says that when he grows up he is going to live
with his mother, but she encourages him to think about the many other
things he could do, such as being a footballer, pilot, or cowboy.
WHEN I GROW UP - Jessica McEachern 2017-02-17
Little Zoey cannot settle down for bed because she is too excited thinking
about all of the amazing careers she can choose from she grows up.
Throughout this colorful book, Zoey imagines herself as many of her
career options, from Anesthesiologist to Zoologist and everything in
between. This is a great book to showcase many STEM careers.
When I Grow Up I Want to Be a List of Further Possibilities - Chen Chen
2017-04-11
This award-winning debut interrogates the fragile, inherited ways of
approaching love and family from Asian American, immigrant, and queer
perspectives.
Fox Kits - Emmie Chang 2019-09-10
When you look at a fox kit, do you see a future mouser or high jumper? If
not, you should. The baby animals in this book share about their dreams
for adulthood!
100 Things to Do Before You Grow Up - Lisa Gerry 2014
Presents ideas for living each day to the fullest such as becoming an
explorer, volunteering in the community, learning yoga, and solving a
mystery, with tips from real life adventurers and profiles of interesting
jobs for kids.
Lola Dutch When I Grow Up - Kenneth Wright 2019-01-15
Lola Dutch is always bursting with grand plans--so of course she has
many ideas for what she wants to be when she grows up! Now in an
audio eBook edition that reads aloud as you turn the pages! She could be
a magnificent performer . . . or a daring inventor . . . or a brilliant
botanist . . . there are exciting ideas all around! But Lola is too excited-she wants to try EVERYTHING. How will she ever decide what she is
destined to become? The curious and creative Lola Dutch is inspired to
imagine every way to explore the wonder of her world. And she doesn't
have to wait until she grows up! Inspired by their own four gorgeously
creative children, Sarah Jane and Kenneth Wright are thrilled to continue
this fun series about the unstoppable Lola Dutch, a larger-than-life
character perfect for fans of Olivia and Fancy Nancy.
When I Grow Up - Mercer Mayer 1991-01
Little Critter's sister dreams about all the wonderful things she's going to
do when she grows up. She imagines being a great ballet dancer, a
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world-famous doctor, a race-car driver, and more!
Letters to Me, When I Grow Up - Lea Redmond 2016-03-22
This kids' version of the bestselling Letters to My Future Self brings
young writers a fun new way to capture their childhood. Twelve
prompted letters bound into a keepsake book invite kids to share stories,
draw, or make lists reflecting on what they know now, and what they
imagine for their future. When they're grown, this paper time capsule
becomes a cherished—and likely hilarious—look back on who they once
were and who they have become.
When I Grow Up - Lexi Ryals 2016-09-27
Misty Copeland is one of the most famous dancers in the world. But
before she was dancing for millions of fans, Misty was just a young girl
who loved ballet, even though she didn't look like the typical ballerina.
Learn how she made it all the way to the top in this exciting level 3
biography!
When I Grow Up - Tim Minchin 2018-03-27
GREAT GRADUATION GIFT!Tim Minchin's Tony Award-winning lyrics
from Matilda the Musical are paired with new artwork from bestselling
illustrator Steve Antony. When I grow up,I will be tall enoughto reach the
branches that I need to reachto climb the treesyou get to climb when
you're grown up. A group of children imagines all of the things that they
will be able to do once they grow up, and they plan to do anything and
everything. They hope to solve problems, play in the sun all day long, be
brave, and even eat ice cream all day. The combination of Tim Minchin's
Tony Award-winning Matilda the Musical lyrics and Steve Antony's joyful
artwork is sure to inspire readers of all ages to explore the endless
possibilities that the future could have in store.
What Will I Do When I Grow Up? - Margherita Borin 2019-06
Let's take a walk down High Street and discover the variety of jobs that
grown-ups do. We will pop into each building to see what they wear,
what tools they use and what they make and do. What will I do when I
grow up? invites children to discover the diversity of occupations
including teachers, chefs, builders and scientists.
When I Grow Up Special Edition - Tim Minchin 2020-01-11
When I grow up, I will be tall enough to reach the branches That I have
to reach to climb the trees You get to climb when you're grown up... By
Australia's own award-winning lyricist Tim Minchin, illustrated by Steve
Antony. This new deluxe special edition comes with extra pages to
personalise inside!
When I Grow Up - Tad Carpenter 2015-10-06
All kids dream about what they'll be when they grow up—and this fun
book, with its guessing game format, introduces toddlers to different
professions. By listening to the clues in the text and looking closely at the
illustrations, children try to figure out whether the person hidden under
the flap is a doctor, lawyer, teacher, firefighter, cop, or vet. A final
spread shows everyone together!
I Don't Want to Grow Up - Scott Stillman 2021-02
Sea Lion Pups - Emmie Chang 2019-09-10
When you look at a sea lion pup, do you see a future beachgoer or
performer? If not, you should. The baby animals in this book share about
their dreams for adulthood!
When I Grow Up - Andrew Daddo 2015-12-01
The creators of CHECK ON ME and FIRST DAY ask a very important
question: What do you want to be when you grow up? The answers are
sure to entertain and amuse parents and kids alike! What do you want to
be when you grow up? A performer? An astronaut? A secret agent? From
the team who brought you FIRST DAY and CHECK ON ME comes a
gorgeous and funny picture book about big dreams and even bigger
imaginations! Ages 3+ 'Written with just as much enthusiasm and energy
as its bright and colourful, varied and visually appetising illustrations,
WHEN I GROW UP is fetchingly engaging and brilliantly stupendous.
Perfect for classroom discussions' -- CBCA READING TIME
When I Grow Up - Sean Covey 2019-11-05
Learn to begin with the end in mind along with the 7 Oaks gang in this
Level 2 Ready-to-Read edition of the second book in the 7 Habits of
Happy Kids series from Sean Covey and Stacy Curtis. Tagalong Allie
can’t wait to grow up. She is going to fly to the moon, go to work, be a
mom, and maybe even be president. But to accomplish all of that, she
must first brush her teeth, go to bed, and start the day all over again!
With short lyrical text, each of the Level 2 Ready-to-Reads in this winning
series focuses on one habit.
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